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NEW: @SidneyPowell1 in radio interview w/ @toddeherman when asked what her

"Elevator Pitch" to the Supreme Court would be "The very night of the election

many people saw something that they had never seen before in the history of our

elections. They saw votes being changed on

2/ the screen in front of them, going from President @realDonaldTrump to @JoeBiden. On top of that, the morning after the

election, even that night, the voting stopped. They stopped counting in multiple districts at the same time before the vote got

to 270 electors for President

3/ Trump. That's never happened before. The only time votes have ever stopped being counted in this country on election

night was when the Broward County problem developed over the Hanging Chad's in one county in FL. So for FIVE states to

stop counting on election night is

4/ absolutely UNPRECEDENTED. And they did it because the vote count for the electoral college was about to hit [+ go

over] 270 for President @realDonaldTrump, because of the massive outpouring of votes for him that night. By the next

morning, multiple mathematicians had contacted

5/ me and told me they knew the algorithm that had been run to change the votes. It was that obvious to people with

mathematical expertise. It is a mathematical impossibility for 100's of thousands of votes to show up for VP Biden alone, and

to have been injected into the system

6/ the way that they were. We have eye-witness testimony of countless people who saw votes coming in, in unsecured

containers and improper means, and looking different the night of the election. These people have come forward at great

personal risk to themselves & their families

7/ to provide thousands of affidavits of voting abnormalities and actual crimes that they witnessed happen on election night.

The very fact that the other side is working so hard to hide all of this. Federal law requires transparency in our electoral

process and our elections.

8/ There is a federal statute that requires all the documents pertaining to election to be maintained for 22 months following

an election, for the very reason that it has to be completely auditable. A Federal Judge in October [in ATL] found all kinds of

problems w/ the Dominion
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9/ system that GA bought and crammed down for everybody across the state to use. That's where the most problems have

been, is in GA. Witnesses have come forward, there was supposedly a water leak that they shut down voting for. That was

an abject lie. We have video of witnesses

10/ pulling suspect ballots out from under a table after they ran off all the observers. Somebody told me that one of the

people that did that has told gov't officials how it happened and what happened. But has that information been provided to

the public? No. There is rampant

11/ voter fraud of all kinds. Federal violations of 5 years + more across the country by virtue of all the misconduct on election

night. The flipping of votes by Dominion is even advertised, on their ability to do that, to run a fraction, to make a Biden vote

count 1.26% and

12/ a Trump vote to only count 0.74%. They've done it before. They've done it in Venezuela. They done it in other foreign

countries. They've done it in THIS country. We have evidence even that it was done in 2016 in CA to benefit Hillary over

@BernieSanders, and it's been done in

13/ other local elections and smaller elections different places. This is the only time it's been this widespread, and the

reason it didn't work this time, they've been able to shave these votes for a long time, but the reason it didn't work

completely this time and they had to

14/ shut down in so many places was because so many Trump supporters poured out on the day of the election to vote for

President @realDonaldTrump in what was a LANDSLIDE victory, a historic victory, is because it BROKE the algorithm.

That's why they had to stop counting that

15/ night. That's why they had to bring in ballots and try to back-fill. And it still doesn't work, because there's still 100's of

thousands more votes than there were voters to vote them. The math simply doesn't add up. And if they had nothing to hide,

why aren't they providing

16/ transparency into the voting systems of the United States of America, the country that is founded upon the Rule of Law

and is supposed to be above all this? It is absolutely the most appalling criminal operation in the history of our country."

God Bless you, @SidneyPowell1!

17/ AUDIO [Part One]
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18/ AUDIO [Part Two]



19/ AUDIO [Part Three - FINAL]



20/ Evidence arising in PA that more than 205,000 votes were counted when compared to the number of people who 

actually voted, via @SenMastriano ■■ ■■ 

https://twitter.com/SenMastriano


I like that this was addressed to Deputy AG Richard Donoghue as well. For those who don’t know, his bonafides below.

https://t.co/YaxsGhGzxh
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Electoral irregularities are real and prevalent in Pennsylvania. Sadly, despite evidence, our Governor and State

Department Secretary refuse to investigate.

My letter to Acting Deputy Attorney General Richard Donoghue. pic.twitter.com/SeCDmRDUux

— Senator Doug Mastriano (@SenMastriano) December 29, 2020

21/ Presentation detailing the illegal activity [captured on video] at State Farm Arena on election night where observers were

sent home, while others stayed behind to count ballots in secret. Even @GabrielSterling admitted that AT LEAST 82 mins of

vote counting was unsupervised. https://t.co/SgHF1MwmRW

What the heck is this? For real. Watch it and tell me. It can\u2019t be what it looks like. Too blatant. What is

happening here pic.twitter.com/VgWW8QM6Yp

— Cerno (@Cernovich) December 3, 2020

22/ VIDEO clip from the stellar documentary by @JoshJPhilipp and the @EpochTimes - includes a segment from CNN

which showed 19,958 votes in PA being flipped from President @realDonaldTrump to Biden in real-time. Shaving votes?

Flipping votes? Full doc ■■

https://t.co/mKcm4TLxUo
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